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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 
Hire Jim Lange, nationally-recognized IRA expert and best-selling author, and you may just  

get more than you’ve bargained for...take a look at the value-added services  

Jim can provide to you and your advisors.  

 

 

CCUTTINGUTTING  EEDGEDGE  SSTRATEGIESTRATEGIES: : Whether you book Jim for two hours or an entire day, you will not be disappointed with the 

wealth of information he will share with your advisors.  Delivered with enthusiasm and true passion, Jim ignites his               

audience with sophisticated information and the secrets of unlocking the IRA treasure chest.  Build your integrity by 

bringing a national expert to the table - your advisors will not forget it.  

  

MMARKETINGARKETING  IINSIGHTSNSIGHTS:   :   Not only will your advisors receive invaluable, technical  information for their clients, Jim also 

shares how to use this information to enhance the sales process.  His presentations are bursting with proven sales ideas 

for advisors of all levels.        
 

LLIVEIVE  Q & A: Q & A: Jim allows attendees to ask questions throughout the presentation so they can get the answers they’re 

looking for without having to wait.   

 

CCLIENTLIENT  EEVENTSVENTS:  :  Would you like to educate and motivate advisors in the afternoon and entertain their clients and            

prospects in the evening?  Jim can speak to top clients and weave a ringing endorsement for the advisors throughout the 

presentation.  A third party endorsement is crucial for building the credibility castle.       

 

RRETIREETIRE  SSECUREECURE! P! PAYAY  TTAXESAXES  LLATERATER:  :  All attendees receive a complimentary copy of Retire Secure! Pay Taxes Later - Jim’s 

best-selling book - a priceless reference tool that should exist in every advisor’s personal library.   
 

JJIMIM  LLANGEANGE’’SS  20092009--2010 T2010 TAXAX  PPLANNINGLANNING  CCARDARD:  :  Back by popular demand, Jim’s 2009-2010 tax planning card is another 

gift for your advisors.  A fantastic quick reference tool they won’t want to be without.  

 

MMONEYONEY  BBACKACK  GGUARANTEEUARANTEE:  :  Jim is so certain that your audience will thoroughly appreciate the workshop 

that he will not charge a fee unless at least 80% of your audience rates the workshop as good or excellent.   

 

BONUSBONUS::    Looking to get more appointments with top reps?  Ask our Marketing Director 

about our proven system that helps you get in front of top producers.  Grow your territory by 
hosting a Jim Lange workshop - Guaranteed.   

For more information on Jim Lange’s           
keynote speaking availability, contact our 
Marketing Director at 412.521.2732 /  
800.387.1129 or nicole@paytaxeslater.com. 
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